
Blackout poetry



● Skim your page of words. 
● Don’t read carefully, as the point is just to grab an idea 

from the words, not take them in. 
● Find a word, phrase or general theme that you like. 
● Now go through and lightly circle the

words or phrases you might like to use.



● Write down your words and phrases in order on a piece of 
paper and read them through.

● Cross out the words you don’t want. If you need a few 
connecting words (like “a”, “the”, “it”, etc. then go back to 
see if you can find them between the words                    
you want to connect. You often can!

● Circle them and add them to your poem.



● Go back through your poem and boldly box the words you 
are keeping with a pen.

● Erase any circles around words                                      
you don’t want.



● Read through your final poem. 
● Sketch in a few images or symbols on                            

your page that relate to the theme of                              
your poem. 

● Now it’s time to start blackening. Black out everything that 
is NOT a word in your poem or one of your own sketches.

● When you are done, copy your poem onto a blank piece of 
paper to display with your blackout poem.



Emily's Secret

Emily is 8 years old. She lives in a big house. She has a huge room. She has many toys and she has a lot 
of friends. But Emily is not happy. She has a secret.

She doesn't want to tell anyone about her secret. She feels embarrassed. The problem is that if nobody 
knows about it, there is no one that can help her.

Emily doesn't write her homework. When there is an exam – she gets sick. She doesn't tell anyone, but 
the truth is she can't read and write. Emily doesn't remember the letters of the alphabet.

One day, Emily's teacher finds out. She sees that Emily can't write on the board. She calls her after class 
and asks her to tell the truth. Emily says, "It is true. I don't know how to read and write". The teacher 
listens to her. She wants to help Emily. She tells her, "That's ok. You can read and write if we practice 
together".

So Emily and her teacher meet every day after class. They practice together. Emily works hard. Now she 
knows how to read and write!
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secret
big
read
happy
help
truth
the alphabet
work
hard
Teacher

Tell a secret
The alphabet is hard work
A big one
Teachers read to get happy
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